Abstract -In mass spectrometry-based de novo protein sequencing, it is hard to complete the sequence of the whole protein. Motivated by this, we study the (one-sided) problem of filling a protein scaffold S with some missing amino acids, given a sequence of contigs none of which is allowed to be altered, with respect to a complete reference protein P of length n, such that the BLOSUM62 score between P and the filled sequence S is maximized. We show that this problem is polynomial-time solvable in O(n 26 ) time. We also consider the case when the contigs are not of high quality and they are concatenated into an (incomplete) sequence I , where the missing amino acids can be inserted anywhere in I to obtain I , such that the BLOSUM62 score between P and I is maximized. We show that this problem is polynomial-time solvable in O(n 26 ) time. Due to the high time complexity, both of these algorithms are impractical, we hence present several algorithms based on greedy and local search, trying to solve the problems practically. The empirical results, based on some antibody and mammalian proteins, show that the algorithms can fill protein scaffolds with high quality, provided that a good pair of scaffold and reference are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N MASS spectrometry-based de novo protein sequencing, it is hard to complete the sequence of the whole protein [2] . An incomplete sequence contains one or several contigs, each is a protein segment. When the order of the contigs is known (e.g., ordered contigs reported by top-down mass spectrometry-based de novo protein sequencing [13] ), these contigs are called a scaffold. In many applications, it is more desirable to obtain complete protein sequences. We comment that a similar phenomena occurs in the sequencing of genomes, firstly noticed by Muñoz et al. [16] , and has resulted in a series of interesting algorithmic studies [3] , [8] - [11] (also, see [19] for a recent survey).
Hence, a natural combinatorial problem is to fill the missing amino acids into scaffolds. As one must find a biologically meaningful way of filling scaffolds, it makes sense to use a complete homologous protein sequence as a reference. Here we consider two kinds of scaffolds. One kind is lists of contigs which are computed with a good confidence and should not be altered. Throughout this paper, we use S to denote such a scaffold, composed of contigs C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m . The other kind is sequences, which usually arise when contigs are computed without a very high confidence -in which case it would be unrealistic not to alter the contigs. We then simply concatenate the contigs into I, the incomplete sequence. We try to carry out this idea to fill a scaffold (resp. sequence) S (resp. I) to have S (resp. I ), such that the similarity between S (resp. I ) and a given (complete) protein P is maximized. These problems are called Contig-Preserving Protein Scaffold Filling (CP-PSF for short) and Protein Scaffold Filling (PSF for short) respectively.
The BLOSUM62 matrix [7] is the most popular similarity measure to align a pair of protein sequences. (The matrix can be found in Table IX .) We will use BLOSUM62 to measure the accuracy of our scaffold filling algorithms. However, for empirical results it is not very indicative to interpret BLOSUM62 scores for measuring the similarity between sequences. Therefore, we will use the number of matched pairs as a similarity measure (this can be considered a rounded BLOSUM62 matrix: if the score between two amino acids in BLOSUM62 is less than 4, then set the score as 0; otherwise, set the score as 1). Of course, when a space (denoted as a in this paper) is used, with BLOSUM62 we get a negative score; and this is not reflected in the number of matched pairs.
Firstly, we show that the PSF problem is solvable in O(n 22 ) time. As this method is impractical, we make use of the standard Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to align I with P, we then design two heuristic algorithms, based on greedy and local search, to insert the amino acids in X = P −I into P. We test our algorithm using some real datasets (i.e., 4 chains from two antibody proteins and 2 chains from two mammalian proteins). Secondly, for the CP-PSF problem of filling S, we also present a polynomial time solution which takes O(n 26 ) time. We then design a heuristic method based on the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, and implement two versions using the greedy and local search methods. We test our algorithms on the same datasets.
We comment that our problems are related to but different from the one-sided scaffold filling problem for genomes (with gene repetitions), the main difference is that the similarity measure between genomes is different from that between protein sequences. For protein sequences, the order of its amino acids is probably even more critical compared with genomes. Given a complete genome G and a genomic scaffold H, the one-sided scaffold filling problem, i.e., filling H into H such that the number of adjacencies between G and H is maximized, is NP-hard [8] , [9] and constant-factor approximation algorithms are known [10] , [19] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give necessary definitions. In Section 3, we present an O(n 22 ) time solution and two practical algorithms for PSF, and we then present some empirical results using some real datasets. In Section 4, we first show that CP-PSF can be solved in O(n 26 ) time, and then we design two practical algorithms for CP-PSF. We finally present some empirical results using the same datasets. In Section 5, we conclude the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first present some necessary definitions. We denote the set of 20 amino acids as
A protein sequence P is a sequence over . We also use c(P) to denote the multiset of elements in P.
In bottom-up mass spectrometry based de novo protein sequencing, we first derive peptide sequences from tandem mass spectra of the target protein, then build up longer contigs by spectral or peptide assembly [1] , [12] . For real datasets, the length of a peptide is typically between 5 and 40.
Given two protein sequences The length of P is denoted as |P|, which is n here. We use m(P, Q) to denote the corresponding number of matched pairs. Let T 1 and T 2 denote two sets of protein sequences of the same length, we use m(T 1 , T 2 ) to denote the maximum number of matched pairs m(P, Q), for any P ∈ T 1 , Q ∈ T 2 . This definition also holds when P and Q are aligned from initial protein sequences, possibly of different lengths, using the standard sequence alignment algorithm by Needleman and Wunsch [17] , i.e., when P and Q contain (the gap, or space) letters. (For the ease of presentation we use instead of −, as the latter is used as subtraction as well.) Note that a does not form a matched pair with any amino acid.
BLOSUM62 (B62 for short), coming from BLOck SUbstitution Matrix [7] , is based on comparisons of multiply (locally) aligned ungapped segments corresponding to the most highly conserved regions of proteins in the Blocks database [18] . The number of 62 means the alignment comparisons are based on first clustering ungapped sequences with ≥ 62% identity. It should be noted that a score −8 is applied for introducing a , which is a restriction for using too many 's. Throughout this paper, we use B62 to measure the similarity of protein sequences.
A scaffold S is a list of contigs C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m , where each contig is a sequence of amino acids. For example,
CDIKLNTVW , and C 3 = PQAWYA . These contigs are usually computed with some weight constraint, say, the total weight of amino acids in C 1 is roughly 71+129+147+57+113+71=598 Dalton. Hence, we should be more careful in inserting some missing amino acid into a contig. In fact, throughout this paper, we do not alter the amino acids in a given contig at all. Given a multiset X of amino acids, and a scaffold S = C 1 , . . . , C m , S + X is the set of all protein sequences obtained by inserting the amino acids in X in between C i 's (i.e., C i 's are not altered).
A sequence scaffold (or just sequence) I is an incomplete protein sequence, i.e., with some unknown missing amino acids. This sequence is obtained usually when the contigs are not of high quality, and we just concatenate C i 's to obtain a sequence. We are allowed to insert missing amino acids anywhere in I.
In practice, if the total mass of the target protein is known, which can be measured by top-down mass spectrometry, we would know the total mass of missing amino acids. In this case, one way for handling this is to enumerate the sets of amino acids which sum to a certain mass -corresponding to that of the missing amino acids. Of course, when this mass is decently large we could have an exponential number of such sets. In this paper, we only focus on a given set X of missing amino acids, which can be computed as the difference between the reference protein and given scaffold (or sequence). We do not consider the mass information for all the results in this paper -though we will discuss that at the end of the paper.
Given two protein sequences P, Q, we use B62(P, Q) to denote the maximum BLOSUM62 score when aligning them. Let Z be a set of protein sequences. Then B62(P, Z) is the maximum BLOSUM62 score when aligning P and any sequence z ∈ Z. Given a protein sequence I and a multiset X of amino acids, we denote I + X as the set of all protein sequences obtained by filling all the amino acids in X into I. We use |X| to denote the size of the set X.
The contig-preserving protein scaffold filling (CP-PSF) problem is defined as follows.
Contig-Preserving Protein Scaffold Filling to Maximize the B62 Score (CP-PSF)
Input: a complete protein sequence P, a protein scaffold S = C 1 , . . . , C m , and a multiset X of amino acids. Question: maximize the B62 score B62(P, S + X).
For most of the practical instances we could assume that X is given as X = c(P) − ∪ i c(C i ). Note that we have no restriction on the length of P and the filled sequences, as with B62 we could use 's.
When the scaffold is a sequence I, the problem can be simplified as follows.
Protein Scaffold Filling to Maximize the B62 Score (PSF)
Input: a complete protein sequence P with |P| = n, an incomplete protein sequences I and a multiset of amino acids X. Question: maximize the B62 score B62(P, I + X).
Note that, again, for most of the practical instances we could assume that X is given as X = c(P) − c(I).
As solutions for PSF could be used as subroutines for CP-PSF, in the next section we first show that the PSF problem is polynomially solvable by giving a complex dynamic programming solution which runs in O(n 22 ) time. We then present two practical methods and show some empirical results.
III. ALGORITHMS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS FOR PSF
A. PSF Is in P We present a dynamic programming solution for solving the PSF problem, given P, I and X, with |P| = n and |I| = m. The objective is to insert X into I to obtain I such that B62(P , I ) is maximized. Note that, to obtain the maximum score B62(P , I ), it is possible that some 's are inserted into P to eventually have P .
The detailed idea of our algorithm is as follows. In an optimal solution, when scanning P from left to right, there are 5 cases: . j ] where t ⊆ X has been inserted into I [1. . j ] (to achieve the score). Let X k be one of the (nonempty) k-th amino acid in X, for k = 1..20. The recurrence relation for updating S[i, j, t] is as follows.
The 
B. Practical Algorithms for PSF
In the following, we assume that a complete protein sequence P is always given. Our first algorithm is called Align+Greedy: We first align I to P using the standard Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, and then we insert the missing amino acids at the positions in the aligned I with a greedy method (i.e., according to the maximum of their B62 scores).
An improved version of our first algorithm is based on a local search method. The idea is that if Algorithm 1 does not give us the best return, there must be a way to locally update the solution to have a better result. The algorithm is as follows.
We use two kinds of datasets to test the effectiveness of our algorithms, and they are from antibody proteins and mammalian proteins respectively. Our antibody dataset is based on MabCampath (or Alemtuzumab) and Humira (or Adalimumab), which are two similar antibody proteins. Both of them contain a light chain and a heavy chain, the lengths for them are 214 and 449 for MabCampath, and 214 and 453 for Humira respectively. The pairwise alignments of the two light chains and two heavy chains display 91.1% and 86.6% identity respectively. For each protein sequence we compute a set of peptides from bottom up tandem mass spectra using PEAKS [14] , [15] , which is a de novo peptide sequencing software tool. Then we simply select a maximal set of disjoint peptides for each protein sequence. For the light chain of MabCampath (M-L for short): we have two (disjoint) peptides of lengths 12 and 19. For the heavy chain of MabCampath (M-H for short): we have eight (disjoint) peptides of lengths 9, 7, 13, 12, 14, 15, 12 and 19. For the heavy chain of Humira (H-H for short): we have six (disjoint) peptides of lengths 7, 7, 9, 9, 10 and 8. For the light chain of Humira (H-L for short), PEAKS is not able to obtain any peptides of decent quality. So we will only use Humira-L for reference purpose. Due to that the amino acids I and L have the same mass, in the peptides and all our comparisons, all I 's have been converted to L's.
Our mammalian dataset is based on two homologous protein sequences, which are carbonic anhydrase 2 (CAH2 for short) for Bos taurus and Human respectively. The length of these CAH2 proteins are 258 and 260 respectively. The number of aligned pairs between
Algorithm 1 Scaffold-Filling(P,I) // X = c(P − c(I) 0 Compute S[i, j, t]'s following the recurrence relation
1 P ← " " 2 I ← " " 3 n ← |P| 4 m ← |I| 5 t ← X 6 while (n > 0 or m > 0) { 7 if (n > 0 and m > 0 and S[n, m, t] = S[n − 1, m − 1, t] + B62(P[n], I[m])) { 8 P ← P[n] + P , I ← I[m] + I 9 n ← n − 1, m ← m − 1 } 10 else if (n > 0 and m > 0 and S[n, m, t] = S[n −1, m −1, t − X k ]+ B62(P[n], X k )) { 11 P ← P[n] + P , I ← X k + I 12 n ← n − 1, m ← m − 1 13 t ← t − X k } 14 else if (n > 0
and S[n, m, t] = S[n − 1, m, t] + B62 (P[n], ))
{ 15 P ← P[n] + P , I ← + I 16 n ← n − 1 } 17 else if (m > 0
and S[n, m, t] = S[n, m − 1, t]+ B62( , I[m]))
these two CAH2 proteins is 206, indicating an identity close to 80%. All the datasets can be found in www.cs.montana.edu/∼qingge.letu/ResearchData. html. Our code was written in Matlab and Java.
C. Empirical Results for Antibody Proteins
Let x ∈ {M-H, H-H, M-L} and let the corresponding references of x be H-H, M-H, and H-L respectively. For each x, we use Algorithm 1 to compute the filled sequence I x , and we use Algorithm 2 to compute the filled sequence I x . As the B62 scores are not very indicative, in the following we use the number of matched pairs resulting from the computed
Algorithm 2 Align+Greedy(P,I,X)
1 Align I with P to obtain I 1 with the maximum B62 score. 2 Find a position in the aligned I 1 such that inserting an amino acid in X would incur the maximum B62 score among all positions. 3 Repeat Step 2 until all elements in X are inserted into I 1 . 4 Return the filled I 1 as I , with the total alignment score between I and P being b62(P, I, X).
B62 scores. The empirical results are shown in Table I 
D. Empirical Results for Mammalian Proteins
We use CAH2 of Bos taurus (CB for short) as a target sequence and simply select different disjoint peptides as our scaffold from its bottom-up spectra, which can be generated by PEAKS. Our idea is to use CAH2 of Human (CH for short) as a reference to insert the missing amino acids into the incomplete scaffold to obtain a new complete sequence. Then we try to measure the similarity between the target sequence and a newly computed complete sequence. For the similarity measure, we again use the number of matched pairs resulting from the computed B62 scores instead of directly using the B62 scores of its own.
We have three groups of datasets which consist of distinct numbers of different disjoint peptides. The first group contains two disjoint peptides of lengths 15 and 11. The second group contains three disjoint peptides of lengths 9, 9 and 7. The third group contains four disjoint peptides of lengths 15, 9, 8 and 9. Due to the fact that the amino acids I and L have the same mass, all I 's have been changed to L in the peptides. We represent the three groups as CB2, CB3 and CB4 respectively. Let x, x ∈ {CB2, CB3, CB4} and let the corresponding references all be CH. we use Algorithm 1 to compute the filled sequence I x , and we use Algorithm 2 to compute the filled sequence I x . Again, recall that R , T represent the length of the reference and target protein sequence respectively. The empirical results are shown in Table III and IV.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR EMPIRICAL RESULTS FOR CP-PSF

A. CP-PSF Is Polynomially Solvable
In this section, we first show that CP-PSF is also solvable in polynomial time. As the time complexity of this algorithm is too high (hence infeasible for implementation), we just sketch a solution without necessarily trying to obtain the best running time. aligned with P[ j..k], where t[i, j, k, ] is the set of amino acids inserted in between C −1 and C . 
Algorithm 3 LocalSearch(P,I,X)
1 Compute b62(P, I, X) using Algorithm 1. Assign U ← b62(P, I, X). 2 Insert an amino acid x ∈ X into a position i of I to obtain I(i, x) such that the score b62(P,
is maximum, for all x ∈ X and for all i ∈ [0, |I|]. 3 Run Algorithm 1 to obtain b62(P, I + x, X − {x}).
If b62(P, I + x, X − {x}) ≤ U , then return the solution I incurring U ; else update U ← b62(P, I(i, x), X − {x}), I ← I(i, x), X ← X − {x}, and repeat Step 2.
be the maximum B62 score obtained by inserting the amino acids in t[i, j, k, ] to align with the substring P[i + 1.. j − 1]. Apparently, I N S(−, −) can be computed using (the base cases of) the dynamic programming algorithm summarized in Theorem 3.1, which takes at most O(n 22 ) time and space. Note that 's could be inserted in P and S, while the amino acids in X can only be inserted before and after each of the m contigs in S. Unfortunately, the time complexity of this algorithm is too high (even after some possible improvement). Hence, we first design some practical algorithms and then show some empirical results for the CP-PSF problem using these practical algorithms.
B. Practical Algorithms for CP-PSF
We design a heuristic algorithm for CP-PSF, based on the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. We scan from left to
Algorithm 4 ContigAlign+Greedy(P,S,X)
1 Align S with P to obtain S 1 with the maximum B62 score, using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. 2 Find a position in the aligned S 1 (which does lie in any contig) such that inserting an amino acid in X would incur the maximum B62 score among all such positions. 3 Repeat Step 2 until all elements in X are inserted into S 1 . 4 Return the filled S 1 as S , with the total alignment score between S and P being b62(P, S, X).
Algorithm 5 ContigLocalSearch(P,S,X)
1 Compute b62(P, S, X) using Algorithm 3. Assign U ← b62(P, S, X). 2 Insert an amino acid x ∈ X at the beginning (resp. end) of contig S i ∈ S to obtain S i + x such that the score b62(P, S − {S i } ∪ {S i + x}, X − {x}) is the maximum, for all x ∈ X and all S i ∈ S. 3 Run Algorithm 3 to obtain b62(
Step 2. right in P to find the best alignment for C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m . Each C i is aligned with (an unaligned part of) P using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. In the worst case, that would take O(mn max i |C i |) time. We then repeatedly replace a , which does not lie in any C i , with an amino acid in X which would incur the maximum B62 score. Similar to the idea in Section 3.2, we could use a local search idea to try to improve Algorithm 3. Here, we could augment the contigs by appending some amino acids at its two ends, but the initial contigs are never altered. 
C. Empirical Results for Antibody Proteins
Similar to Section III.C, let x ∈ {M-H,H-H,M-L} and let the corresponding references of x be H-H, M-H, and H-L respectively. For each x, we use Algorithm 3 to compute the filled sequence S x , and we use Algorithm 4 to compute the filled sequence S x . Instead of directly using the B62 scores, we again use the number of matched pairs resulting from the computed B62 scores. The empirical results are shown in Table V and VI. Note that in all cases, compared with Algorithm 3, with respect to a reference Algorithm 4 produces slightly better results. This can be seen in the first two columns in Table V and Table VII . However, with respect to the corresponding target, it is not always the case that Algorithm 4 performs better than Algorithm 3 (though the difference is small). This can be checked in the last two columns of Table V and Table VI (and when x =MabCampath-H).
D. Empirical Results for Mammalian Proteins
Similar to Section III.D, x ∈ {CB2, CB3, CB4} and let the corresponding references all be CH. We use Algorithm 3 to compute the filled sequence S x , and we use Algorithm 4 to compute the filled sequence S x . The empirical results are shown in Table VII and VIII. It can be seen that Algorithm 4 performs at least as good as Algorithm 3, although the improvement is small.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we study the protein scaffold filling problem when a reference protein is given and we solve the two corresponding versions in O(n 22 ) and O(n 26 ) time, which are both impractical, respectively. We then design two practical methods, for each version, and obtain some empirical results using some datasets from four antibody protein sequences and mammalian proteins. Our empirical results are very promising: as long as the right reference protein and a high-quality scaffold are given, the algorithms can fill the scaffold with 73.6%-91% accuracy. However, to make the results practically useful a lot still need to be done. We discuss possible directions for further research as follows.
1) Is it possible to incorporate the structure similarity information so that the filled scaffolds are more likely to appear in nature? To the best of our knowledge, a lot of scaffolds are obtained using (both bottom-up and/or topdown) mass spectrometry and in these cases the structure information are never utilized.
2) The success of the above methods are very much dependent on selecting the right references. (Without a reasonable reference our algorithms cannot return good results.) In practice, this could be done by homology search in a database of protein sequences. (Of course, for some antibody proteins which are hard to find in databases, this could be done through a different method, for example, using mass spectra.) The actual empirical testing on using protein databases will be an interesting direction for future research. 3) In practice, with top-down mass spectrometry, we might know the length (or weight) of the target protein sequence. In this case, we might only need to insert a subset X ⊂ X of the missing amino acids (of certain weight). The current greedy-based method do not seem to work for this scenario. This will also be another interesting direction for future research. 4) Finally, the running times of our (heuristic) algorithms are decent with the current datasets (each takes at most 20 seconds). In fact, we believe that it will not take more than a few minutes even when the proteins in consideration have a couple of thousand residues (though we do not have such a dataset yet). However, when combined with any one of the previous three options, the running time could then increase significantly. Special care should be taken in this respect.
APPENDIX
See Table IX .
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